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Written and directed by Chinese independent cinema pioneer Jia Zhangke, and 
inspired by four shocking (and true) events that forced the world’s fastest growing 
economy into a period of self-examination, this crime film was winner of Best 
Screenplay at Cannes Film Festival 2013. Jia’s first action film allegorises real 
newspaper headlines (involving a miner, a migrant worker, a sauna receptionist 
and a factory worker) to reveal the dark socio-political forces underlying 
various forms of violence across China. Why do we sin?  Jia offers this stylised 
contemplation in the context of a modern China undergoing a sort of moral 
bankruptcy, albeit with economic growth.  

Drama 135 mins China  (2013)

There are few feature films made in Australia that fall into the category of art cinema. 
Those of Paul Cox, such as The Diaries of Vaslav Nijinsky, come to mind but they 
adhere to relatively conventional genre patterns when compared to Newcastle 
filmmaker Neil Mansfield’s self-funded effort. Written by the director and Marin Mimica 
who plays the only character in the film (an eccentric who spends his days as a self-
appointed streetsweeper and his nights camping out wherever he can find shelter) it is 
in part an empathetic portrait of a loner who finds poetry in the ordinary, and in part an 
ode to the strangely alienating world of the city (any city), here beautifully captured by 
cinematographer Toby Ralph. Streetsweeper is inspired by the great “street films” of 
Antonioni, Godard, Jarmusch, Kiarostami, Linklater, Tati, Vertov & Wenders.                                                                                                                      

New Wave 75 mins Australia  (2007)

Written, produced and directed by the Wachowski’s and Tom Tykwer and adapted 
from the 2004 novel by David Mitchell, the film consists of six interrelated and interwoven 
stories spanning different time periods between 1849 and 2346. According to Mitchell, 
the film is structured “as a sort of pointillist mosaic”. Action, mystery and romance weave 
dramatically through the stories as one soul is shaped from a killer into a hero and a single 
act of kindness ripples across centuries to inspire a revolution in the distant future. Each 
member of the ensemble appears in multiple roles as the stories reveal how people can 
become good or more evil throughout their lifetimes. The cast includes Ben Whishaw, 
David Gyasi, Doona Bae, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant, Hugo Weaving, James D’Arcy, Jim 
Broadbent, Jim Sturgess, Keith David, Susan Sarandon, Tom Hanks, and Zhou Xu. 

Action/Mystery/Romance 172 mins Germany (2012)

Acclaimed National Geographic photographer James Balog was once a skeptic 
about climate change. But through his Extreme Ice Survey, he discovers undeniable 
evidence of our changing planet. Balog deploys revolutionary time-lapse cameras to 
capture a multi-year record of the world’s changing glaciers. His hauntingly beautiful 
videos compress years into seconds and capture ancient mountains of ice in motion 
as they disappear at a breathtaking rate. Traveling with a team of young adventurers 
across the brutal Arctic, Balog risks his career and his well-being in pursuit of the 
biggest story facing humanity. As the debate polarizes the world, and the intensity of 
natural disasters ramps up globally, Chasing Ice depicts a heroic photojournalist 
on a mission to deliver fragile hope to our carbon-powered planet.                                                                                                               

Documentary 75 mins USA (2012)

Atafeh and her brother, Mehran, have had privileged upbringings in a home filled with 
music, art, and intellectual curiosity. While Atafeh dreams of fame and adventure, 
and she and her best friend, Shireen, explore Tehran’s underground scene, her 
brother returns home from drug rehab, renounces his former decadent life, and 
replaces his once obsessive practice of classical music with more destructive 
pursuits. A suspenseful tale of love and family upended by obsession and suspicion, 
Circumstance is a provocative coming-of-age story that cracks open the hidden, 
underground world of Iranian youth culture. Writer-director Maryam Keshavarz’s 
debut feature boldly takes filmgoers inside a modern Iran rarely witnessed by 
outsiders. Since it’s release, the film and it’s director have been banned in Iran.

Drama 107 mins Persian (2011)

The latest work from legend of Kurdish cinema, Hiner Saleem.  It’s 2003 and the 
fall of Saddam opens up the possibility of a Kurdish homeland. In the peacetime 
Kurdish capital of Erbil, Baran (a former war hero) finds himself at odds with his 
job as police chief. Looking to do good, he accepts a post as police chief in a 
small, lawless town embroiled in the illegal drug and alcohol trade. This brings 
him into conflict with the local tribal chief, and into the arms of the defiantly 
independent school teacher, Govend (played by exiled Iranian actress Golshifteh 
Farahani - the role is akin to aspects of her real life). Unmarried, unwavering 
and unwelcome, she too is a target. With a smile-inducing soundtrack, this is a 
modern Western full of self-mockery, handsome landscapes and dry wit.               

Western 95 mins Kurdish  (2013)

A heartwarming coming-of-age tale set entirely in Laos tells the story of  ten-year-
old Ahlo, who yearns to break free from his ill-fated destiny (Ahlo is the surviving 
twin of a difficult birth and is believed to be a source of bad luck). After his village 
is displaced to make way for a massive dam, Ahlo escapes with his father and 
grandmother through the Laotian outback in search of a new home. Along the 
way, they come across a rocket festival that offers a chance for a new beginning. 
Filmmaker Kim Mordaunt, whose documentary Bomb Harvest investigated Laos’s 
status as the most bombed country in the world, returned to make this drama 
whose characters embody the spirit of resilience and hope born out of a country 
affected by a legacy of war and undergoing great economic change.             

Drama 96 mins Australia (2013)

This unusual feature stylistically recalls the work of Art Clokey (Gumby), with 
its lead cast consisting entirely of stop motion-animated children’s toys. The 
premise concerns two such toys -- Cowboy (Stéphane Aubier) and Indian 
(Bruce Ellison) -- who plan to buy a birthday gift for their friend Horse (the voice 
of Vincent Patar) but accidentally destroy his house. A series of wacky, often 
hallucinatory adventures ensues that finds the trio journeying to the center of 
the earth, wandering across icy tundra and discovering a strange aquatic world 
inhabited by oddball beings with pointed heads. A sort of Gallic Monty Python 
crossed with Art Clokey on acid.                                                                                          

Animation 75 mins Belgium Luxembourg France (2009)

Paris, 1962. Jean-Louis (Fabrice Luchini) lives a bourgeois existence absorbed in 
his work as a stockbroker and cohabitating peacefully with his neurotic socialite 
wife Suzanne (Sandrine Kiberlain) while their children are away at boarding 
school. The couple’s world is turned upside-down when they hire a Spanish maid 
Maria (Natalia Verbeke). Through Maria, Jean-Louis is introduced to a group of 
Spanish maids living upstairs on the sixth floor, refugees of the Franco regime, 
who teach him there’s more to life than stocks and bonds. A social comedy that 
pits the propriety of a well-to-do French family with the earthiness and humour of the 
Spanish refugees. The director, Philippe Le Guay, grew up in a middle-class family, 
with a Spanish maid and a stockbroking father and his sense of humour, laced with 
bile, comes from a close knowledge of his class, and their sense of superiority. 

Comedy 106 mins France (2011)

Based on South African President Nelson Mandela’s autobiography of the 
same name, it chronicles his early life, coming of age, education and 27 years 
in prison before becoming President and working to rebuild the country’s once 
segregated society. Directed by Justin Chadwick (The Other Boleyn Girl), and 
produced by Anant Singh. Mandela personally awarded the film rights to the 
book to Singh’s company. Singh believes that as the film is based on Mandela’s 
own writing, it will be the “definitive” biopic of him. Idris Elba (The Wire) and 
Naomie Harris (Skyfall) star as Nelson and Winnie Mandela.                 

Drama/Biopic 141 mins USA (2013)

Hayao Miyazaki is one of the most respected animators in history, with an Oscar 
for “Spirited Away” and a long list of admirers that includes Pixar’s John Lasseter. 
In what he says will be his last film, Miyazaki presents a semi-fictionalized memoir 
about Jiro Horikoshi, the inventor of the Mitsubishi A6M Zero Fighter, one of Japan’s 
chief weapons used in WWII. As a young boy Jiro dreams of becoming a pilot but 
grows up to become the aircraft engineer who designed the Zero,. The film is rife 
with melancholy undertones, and with the awareness of where Jiro’s quest will lead. 
Miyazaki, for his part, is one of the most prominent Japanese public figures to speak 
out against the country’s imperialist past. Even if the visual spectacle is what sweeps the 
audience away, its thematic richness is what cuts deepest and lingers longest.                                                                                     

Animation 126 mins Japan (2013)

Nora (Noni Hazlehurst) is the single mother of eleven-year-old Gracie (Alice Garner). 
Living in Carlton, a bohemian arty district of Melbourne, Nora hangs around with a 
group of writers, singers and actors. Then she meets Javo (Colin Friels), an actor but 
also a heroin addict, and they entert a relationship that knocks her life out of kilter. 
Director Ken Cameron delivers a sensous evocation of inner-suburban Melbourne 
in the late seventies in this engaging adaption of Helen Garner’s ground-breaking 
novel which was personal to the point that she had adapted it from her own diaries. 
Hazlehurst gives a tremendous performance that rightly won her the AFI Best  
Actress Award. Dosed up on rock’n’roll, Monkey Grip also features Chrissie Amphlett 
as a scorned lover trying to make it in a rock band and desperate to keep her cool.  

Drama 98 mins (Ireland 2010)
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The third feature by Canadian actress Sarah Polley is a combination of home movie  
and documentary blended in a forensic search for the mother she lost to cancer 
when she was eleven. We encounter a moving portrait of Polley’s many siblings, 
actor/ writer father, and actress mother Diana (a restless soul who craved excitement 
outside the confines of her marriage) as she playfully interviews them, eliciting 
contradictory answers to the same questions. Polley discovers the truth depends 
on who’s telling it. As she says, “If I have learned anything from making this film, it 
is that we can’t be all right and we can’t be all wrong. So we must be unintentionally 
distorting things to varying degrees in order to feed our own version of what we need  
the past and history to be, and in our way, we must all be telling the truth as well.”                                                                                        
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A witty and scathing portrait of forty-something manhood, and it’s shifting role in 
contemporary Barcelona. Chance encounters between old friends, ex-spouses 
and potential lovers form an engrossing series of six exquisitely realised 
vignettes. Trumpeting the truism that character is plot, each tale is full of twists 
and turns that sees our growing affection for each beautifully drawn character 
feel as engaging and riveting as any heist thriller. This battle of the sexes 
comedy was a sleeper breakout success at the Spanish box office, and  
confirms writer/director Cesc Gay as one of the country’s brightest talents.               

Comedy 94 mins Spain (2013)

Raimund is a Latin teacher. He saves a young woman in the Swiss city of 
Bern from jumping to her death. The woman disappears, leaving only her 
coat. Inside, a book by a Portuguese doctor contains a train ticket. Intrigued, 
he uses it to set off on a journey to Lisbon, a journey which ultimately 
transcends time and space, touching on matters of history, philosophy, and 
medicine, encountering love and evolving into a liberating search for the true 
meaning of life. Directed by Bille August and starring Jeremy Irons. August is 
a Danish Academy award winning film director who is one of only six directors 
to win the Palme d’Or twice.                                                                                                         

Drama 111 mins International (2013)

Follows a week in the life of a young folk singer as he navigates the 
Greenwich Village folk scene of 1961. Guitar in tow, huddled against the 
unforgiving New York winter, he is struggling to make it as a musician against 
seemingly insurmountable obstacles, some of them of his own making. 
Written, directed and edited by the Coen brothers, this film won the Grand 
Prix at the 2013 Cannes Film Festival.                                                             

Drama 105 mins USA (2013)

Drama 107 mins Australia (1976)

Indigenous detective Jay Swan (Aaron Pedersen) returns to his remote hometown 
and his first case is the murder of a teenage girl. Alienated from his fellow 
police and his community, including his daughter, he is further thwarted in his 
investigations by a lack of cooperation from the locals. Jay gradually unravels a 
complex crime web. In his new film, Ivan Sen uses the conventions of the Western 
and the police procedural in a subtle examination of the social and political 
context of a small town in the Australian outback. Directing a stellar Australian 
cast including Hugo Weaving,  and Jack Thompson, Sen’s Mystery Road is all the 
more remarkable given that he wrote, shot, edited and scored the film.   

Crime/Drama 118 mins Australia (2013)

A provocative and yet comic film written and directed by Ivan Sen. Ten year 
old Daniel becomes a drug courier and trainee crim for local dealer Linden and 
his teenage gang - daily life growing up in a remote Aboriginal community. This 
deeply personal story intimately depicts mission life in contemporary Australia. 
The young Gamilaroi people of Toomelah Community in northwest NSW live in a 
world in limbo. Robbed of much of their traditional culture by Government policy, 
they are still largely disconnected from modern Australia. It is a community on a 
cultural edge, struggling for an identity.                                                                                                                       

Drama 106 mins Australia (2011)

In an isolated Orthodox convent in Romania, Alina has just been reunited with 
Voichita after spending several years in Germany. The two young women have 
supported and loved each other since meeting as children when the girls had shared 
a room at an orphanage. Alina has developed an intense attraction for her friend and 
wants Voichita to leave and return with her to Germany, but Voichita has found refuge 
in faith, and a family in the nuns and their priest. The story takes place as Romania 
converts to the euro and plans entry to the European Community. Cristian Mungiu’s 
prize-winning film is a powerful and sombre meditation on faith and friendship.  

Drama 152 mins Romania (2012)

Idiosyncratic indie filmmaker Jim Jarmusch returns with an unconventional tale 
of undying love between two centuries-old bohemian vampires. Adam (Tom 
Hiddleston) and Eve (Tilda Swinton) have been together forever: well, a few 
centuries at least. Adam, a depressed rock musician, has his perfect salve in the 
spirited, art-loving Eve, but when Eve’s sister, Ava (Mia Wasikowska), crashes 
back into their lives, trouble follows close on her heels. Languid, seductive 
and underscored by a characteristically eclectic soundtrack, Jarmusch’s film 
breathes new life into the vampire genre.                                                                   

Vampire/Drama 123 mins USA (2013)

Jacques Tati’s gloriously choreographed, nearly wordless comedies about 
confusion in the age of technology reached their creative apex with “Playtime”. 
For this monumental achievement (a nearly three-year-long, bank-breaking 
production) Tati again thrust the endearingly clumsy, resolutely old-fashioned 
Monsieur Hulot, along with a host of other lost souls, into a bafflingly modernist 
Paris. With every inch of its superwide frame crammed with hilarity and 
inventiveness, Playtime is a lasting testament to a modern age tiptoeing on the 
edge of oblivion.                                                                                                    

Comedy 124 mins France (1967)

From female director Haifaa Al Mansour comes the first feature to be shot 
entirely inside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, where cinemas are not permitted. 
The story follows 10-year-old Wadjda who wants nothing more than to own a 
bicycle. But her mother won’t buy it, fearing repercussions from a society that 
sees bicycles as dangerous to a girl’s virtue. So Wadjda decides to raise the 
money herself, and becomes determined to win the cash prize for a Koran 
recitation competition at her school. A groundbreaking and important film, 
Wadjda is filled with hope, and is as entertaining as it is gently subversive. 
Says Al Mansour: “I come from a small town in Saudi Arabia where there are 
many girls like Wadjda who have big dreams, strong characters and so much 
potential. These girls can, and will, reshape and redefine our nation.”   

Drama 98 mins Saudi Arabia (2012)

Deep in the San Fernando Valley, amidst rows of dilapidated warehouses, was 
rock n’ roll’s best kept secret, Sound City. America’s greatest unsung recording 
studio housed a one-of-a-kind console, and as its legend grew, seminal bands 
and artists such as Fleetwood Mac, Neil Young, Tom Petty, Metallica and 
Nirvana all came out to put magic to tape. Directed by Dave Grohl (Nirvana,  
Foo Fighters) and featuring interviews and performances from the iconic 
musicians who recorded some of rock’s greatest albums at the studio, Sound 
City celebrates the human element of music as Grohl gathers some of rock’s  
biggest artists to collaborate on a new album.                                                                                       

Documentary 107 mins USA (2013)

The cargo ship MV Rozen is heading for harbour when it is hijacked by Somali 
pirates in the Indian Ocean. Amongst the men on board are the ship’s cook 
Mikkel (Pilou Asbæk) and the engineer Jan (Roland Møller), who along with the 
rest of the seamen are taken hostage in a cynical game of life and death. With 
the demand for a ransom of millions of dollars a psychological drama unfolds 
between the CEO of the shipping company and the Somali pirates. Søren 
Malling, best known for his roles in Borgen  and The Killing, plays the stern 
CEO. Written and directed by Tobias Lindholm (writer of Borgen). 

Drama 99 mins Denmark (2013)

This compelling, provocative and insightful documentary focuses on  Shin Bet, 
the Israeli intelligence agency, which since the Six Day War in 1967, has been 
at the forefront of intelligence operations in the occupied territories of the West 
Bank and Gaza. In an extraordinary coup, filmmaker Dror Moreh interviewed 
six of the heads of Shin Bet and each share their insights into the troubled 
Israeli-Palestine relationship and reflect publicly on their actions and decisions. 
Moreh was inspired to make the film after watching the Academy award winning 
documentary “The Fog Of War”. Along with archival footage, the interviews 
make a powerful and moving account of Israel’s troubled history.

Documentary 95 mins Israel (2012) 

At the stroke of midnight on August 15, 1947, as India proclaims independence 
from Great Britain, two newborn babies are switched by a nurse in a Bombay 
hospital. Saleem Sinai, the illegitimate son of a poor woman, and Shiva, the 
offspring of a wealthy couple, are fated to live the destiny meant for each other. 
Their lives become mysteriously intertwined and are inextricably linked to India’s 
whirlwind journey of triumphs and disasters. Salman Rushdie’s acclaimed novel 
is finally brought to the screen by Deepa Mehta and the result is a stunning 
epic spanning decades of India’s modern history. It was adapted for film and 
beautifully narrated by Rushdie himself.

Historical Drama 148 mins Canada (2012) 

Lonely and destitute, Ali (Matthias Schoenaerts) leaves the north of France for his 
sister’s house in Antibes after becoming the sole guardian of his estranged five-year-old 
son Sam. When Ali lands a job as a bouncer in a nearby nightclub, things quickly start 
to look up for the itinerant father and son. Then one night, after breaking up a fight in 
the club, Ali meets the radiant Stephanie (Marion Cotillard), and slips her his number. 
Though Stephanie’s position on the high end of the social spectrum makes romance 
unlikely, a tragic accident finds her reaching out in desperation to Ali. As in Jacques 
Audiard’s previous films, the director takes two characters in an unlikely relationship, 
plagued by their inner demons and obsessions, and delivers a deeply dramatic punch. 
The working class setting is interesting, this is not the glamorous part of the Cote d’Azur.

Romance 123 mins French-Belgian (2012)

Huckleberry Finn, a half-literate outcast white boy chafing under the bonds of 
civilization, escapes his humdrum world and his selfish, plotting father by sailing 
a raft down the Mississippi River. Accompanying him is Jim, a slave running 
away from being sold. Huck subscribes to many of the prevailing racist views, 
but he has never really thought about them, and during the long days and nights 
on the river Jim re-educates him. Together the two strike a bond of friendship 
that takes them through harrowing events and thrilling adventures. 

Drama USA

In this unique and unforgettable tribute to European silent films, the fairy tale 
of Snow White is transposed with great effect into the world of bullfighting 
in 1920s Spain. Beautifully shot in black and white and featuring fabulous 
flamenco music, a very evil stepmother, and a band of bullfighting dwarves, 
Blancanieves is a magical retelling of a classic story, a story set in a romantic 
vision of 1920s Andalusia. Director Pablo Berger calls it a “love letter to 
European silent cinema.”     

Fairytale 105 mins Spain (2012)

M Y S T E RY  R OA D 04 May S O U N D  C I T Y 22 Jun

B E Y O N D  T H E  H I L L S 11 May T H E  G AT E K E E P E R S 29 Jun

O N LY  L OV E R S  L E F T  A L I V E 18 May M I D N I G H T ’ S  C H I L D R E N 06 Jul

F R E N C H  F I L M  F R I DAY 13 Jun B L A N C A N I E V E S 20 Jul

WA D J DA 08 Jun F R E N C H  F I L M  F R I DAY 18 Jul

P L AY T I M E 01 Jun R U S T  A N D  B O N E 13 Jul

A  N I G H T  O F  S H O RT  F I L M S 25 May H U C K L E B E R RY  F I N N 06 Jul

Fred Schepisi’s semi-autobiographical feature film debut was winner of six AFI 
awards including Best Film and Best Director. In a Catholic seminary in the 
1950s, 13 year old Tom Allan finds himself coming of age against a backdrop 
of severe rules and austere faith. Torn between the demands of the priesthood 
and the giddy lures of the flesh, he faces a difficult reconciliation between the 
call of God and the need for love. Deeply controversial at the time of its release, 
Schepisi’s startling study of religion, passion and sexuality instantly established 
him as a powerful new voice in Australian filmmaking. 

T H E  D E V I L’ S  P L AY G R O U N D 23 Mar

I N S I D E  L L E W Y N  DAV I S 30 Mar

N I G H T  T R A I N  TO  L I S B O N 06 Apr

A  G U N  I N  E A C H  H A N D       13 Apr

TO O M E L A H 27 Apr A  H I J A C K I N G 15 Jun

Newcastle Film Society presents an international program of 
recent films, documentaries and classics.

The committee has created more value for its members by 
including the following events in this year’s season.
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+ 1 MATINEE FILM
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+5 FRENCH 
FRIDAY 
FILMS
6.30 French mini market 
7.30 screening

ALL FILMS SCREENED ON A SUNDAY NIGHT  
7.30 PM IN THEATRE ONE

at Event Cinemas | King Street, Newcastle  
[formally Tower Cinemas]

Admission to these events will only be available to NFS financial members. 
Tickets will not be sold at the door and are not transferable. The committee 
reserves the right to alter the program if necessary. Membership is strictly 
limited. Post your application for membership ASAP to avoid disappointment.
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Matinee film  |  12.00 noon screening


